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Passivate: v. tr. To treat or coat (a metal) in order to reduce the chemical reactivity of its 

surface. 

Introduction 
In metallurgy stainless steel, also known as Inox steel or Inox from French "inoxydable", is 
defined as a steel alloy with a minimum of 10.5 or 11% chromium content by mass. 
Stainless steel does not stain, corrode, or rust as easily as ordinary steel, but it is not stain-
proof. It is also called corrosion resistant steel when the alloy type and grade are not 
detailed, particularly in the aviation industry. There are different grades and surface 
finishes of stainless steel to suit the environment to which the material will be subjected in 
its lifetime. Stainless steel is used where both the properties of steel and resistance to 
corrosion are required. 
Stainless steel differs from carbon steel by the amount of chromium present. Carbon steel 
rusts when exposed to air and moisture. This iron oxide film (the rust) is active and 
accelerates corrosion by forming more iron oxide. Stainless steels contain sufficient 
chromium to form a passive film of chromium oxide, CR2O3, which prevents further surface 
corrosion and blocks corrosion from spreading into the metal's internal structure. 

Causes of Corrosion 
With very few exceptions, any manual or mechanical manipulation of stainless steel will 
have some affect on the material’s surface. The most obvious is welding, but others 
include rolling, bending, heating and even machining. These can prove to be detrimental to 
the passive surface layer, the formation of which gives stainless steel its resistance to 
corrosion and prevents staining and rusting. Welding in particular can leave iron oxides on 
the steel surface. These oxides are active and will lead to more iron oxides being formed, 
gradually destroying the underlying metal. They also will prevent the formation of passive 
chromium oxide on the metal surface. It is essential therefore, that all contamination be 
removed from the stainless steel surface before the object is put into use. 

Removing Surface Contaminants 
The traditional method for surface cleaning has been to use pickling pastes or “acid baths”, 
usually containing nitric acid. The paste is spread onto the metal surface and left for some 
hours to act. Such pastes require special handling and normally require neutralisation 
before being disposed of. Pickling is effective for difficult to reach areas. 
Another approach to weld cleaning is electro-cleaning. Finishing Solutions 
ElectroWands have a strong electric current passing through an acidic electrolyte. 
Surface contamination is dissolved leaving a bright, clean surface upon which a passive 
chromium oxide layer will form. This cleaning process encourages passivation. 

Passivation 
Passivation takes place when a layer of chromium oxide forms on the surface of the 
stainless steel. 
Chromium oxide forms almost immediately in the presence of oxygen, creating a hard 
layer only a few molecules thick. This passive layer protects the underlying metal from 
corrosion. Providing the steel surface is clean, smooth and free from contamination the 
oxide layer will form quickly. Should the oxide layer get scratched or damaged it will re-
form, providing continual protection from corrosion – as long as it is exposed to 
atmospheric oxygen.   
 


